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On Confirming Others Sex-Role Stereotypes

.

The question I 1,4ould like to address today is how sex-role

' e A

stereotypes might be maintained: Let ne begin, by describing a study.

exploring this issue icandTeda few. years ago by a student, tbsan Pack,

iP I
and spyseg:

7
r

j/ We began by noting that our behavior is often shaped iv. the

,expeCtations that attractive(or powerful) others hold for us. We next
'a

reasoned that sex.-rold stereotypes can be thought of as a set of
. (

expectations about the way men and women 91.10to behaire. Finally, we,

go.

I

J

.

concluded'that if we, believe kperson we want'tppresi holds thV
,

.
,

conventional sex-role stereotype' of our own genCIPTI wiewill be motivated

More than' usual to behave in sex -role stereotypic ways. .

If true, tha'implies that,many Of the gender differences in

.

behavior, that have been docamented by psychologists over the years; may

be due, in fart, t the fact -that males and females au

conforming to diff ent sets of expectations. A'second,-and more

,

interesting, implication is that the behavior of men, and women would

changedramtically if the stereotypes that oihers hold for them changed

dramat
5. I.

To test this ,line 531 reasoning ,ose conducted a two- session

experiment: In. session one, female 'students at Princeton University

-

characterized themselves on a series of sex-role stereotypic traits in

t

the context of an attitude survey. 'Then,- approximately three weeks "

- . - . ,
4

IkOd

later they returned.to. participate in what theybelieved to be an
.,

, .. * .

unrelated. stud concerned hthe impresiion--formation process.
.,

4 ' ,.
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In the context ofithis study) in which we tried to simulate a

"blind dating" situation, the subjects were induced to characterize

therselves to a,umle partner 4ho, as it turned out, was either .

desirable Otundeiirable and whose stereotype of the ideal woman

conformed very claiely to the conventional female stereotype or its

opposite.

The result indicated that female subjects who expected to meet an

04 .

attractive, desirable male portrayed themselves as more "feminine," d,

interestinay, performed less intelligently on a bogus .I.Q.test, when

they thought the male held conventional rather than nonconventional

views:

NOW, Iidclike to make a few brief conwents^about these results:

'First, it is important to realizetYat these Pi-inceton staente

uere, at the time of the study, planning, -by land large, to become

doctors, 19wers, professors;: and the,like. They were, in fact, very ',

brightespkd highly motivated students.
s,

Second,. it is interesting to corpait the psychological situations

we created in the lab.with those situations females typically face in

the "real alelarlr, because most of the males in our culture

females are likely to.interact with hold.conventienal sex -vble stereo-
,

types, the condition that exists in.the "real.world" is likely to .be aim

-

so-called, Conventional Co 'Um. If so,. women will be motivated moreril
1 -

often to "look dumb" than to act Latt, at least untilt o changeheir

stereotypes of women.

Third, let me be the first to admit that in outynconirentienal

Stereotype- Condition, we have created an experimental 'condition*L.--the

laboratory which probably doe's not exist in the !'real world.", gather

4N.
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than apologize, however, for the artificiality of the findings that

obtained in this "nom6xist" male condition, .g..., the finding that

,

female subjEets achieved the highest scores on the bogu TA est, let

me emphasize that this condition suggests something about the way the

s"mal world" could be, if we made it more like the world of our

laboritory.

Fourth, I went to' emphasize that our .analysis is not intended to

suggest that only women are affected by'stereotypes that others'hold

toward them.- On tl contrary, yre would propose that when motivated to

impress another person
.1

just as women, will behave in ways to

confirm thi.othet's stereotypic expectations. If,thisother person

happens to be a female and ifjShe happens to hold a very unconventional

view of men, then he men might be expected-to portray themselves
0

less masculine, or traditional, manner. In fact, °a recent study

.
conducted by Brenta Major at SUNY, Buffalo, demonstrated just ihat.

Since conformity in..this initial study was demonstrated primarily4

by mews of self-presentational responses on Written/instruments, the

female subjects never, in fact, had the opportunity to \meet and interact

with their. male pirtners. Thus, two important questions redain to be

addressed. ,Firstl would these woman have actually behaved in. a more (or

less) "feminine" manner when in the presence of atm= pies) med to hold a

conventional (or unconventional) stereotype of women? And, if so,

°.4c

'exa

%y

how would they fulfill Bach stereotype?

ond, would these portrayals, in addition to confirming or

' reinforcing the man's belief in his sex-role sterbotype, make a positive

4.114 .

impre ion on hid?.
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To follow-up studies were designed to answer these questions. In
/ _t

the first study, two stUdents, Debby Sherk and Carl,von Baeyer, and I

arranged to havetundergaiduate, female applicants for the position of

Pesearchfissistnt interviewed by at confederate, male intervItwer. Once

again, the women learned (in this case, a .feW days before theii

interviews that the male intervieyer's-conception of the female

job applicant conformed either to the conventional sex-role stereotype

its opposite. ,The interviewer, of course, was blind, to the

condition of the subject.

The restatf indicated that, apparentlY.uithbut being fully aware of

it, our female applicants .\clid present themselves in a more trad Tonally

"feminine" limner when they believed the interviewer held traditional.

views of uomen. For example, the women in this experiment strategic

dre'ssed to meet the stereotypic expectations of, the interviewer.

(Recall, that not, only were subjects randomly assigned to experimental .

condition, but also. were actually in their condition before they came to

the jpb inter-View.) Women who anticiriated a conventional interviewer

dressed in a, more feminine manner. wore significantly more make-

and clothing accessories such is e rringS, scarves, and the like.
_

.

Possibly as a result of these differences, these uomen were actually

jlidgedbY independent male obOrvers to be more physically'attractive--/

o

'though not more "seductive." (As an aside, since this .is the only study'

dite

I lolow of where'the sQbject'S. own physical attractiveness is a dependent.
t

variable, if 'anyone knows of any :others I'd appr fate it iey u could

let me know.) During the interview, these women offered m

tradidanally feminiheingmrs to questiLs such as, "Do you have plans

cww-,
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6-include children and* marriage with your career plans?" and,

interestingly, looked:less-at the interviewer while answering his

questions, a decidedly submissive,.ncm verbal gest4.e. Thus,-applicants

did pretentAhemselves in a morttra.ditiimally "fem,4.fdne" manner' when.

they believed the interview held convendonal views of .women, and, '.

interestingly, this pattein of resulti held not otsly for verbal'ar4

nonverbal measures but also for measures of physical appearance.'

.
But would these "feminlhe"-behaviard create a positive impression?..

In' other words,. -would applicant be offered the job? In the second
,

study, two students, Shelagh Towson and Glenda Macanald, and I
4

presented a videotape,of female actr9sses portraying the "average"

applicant in each ofth-e two conditions of the first study to a'group of

N.

male, students whO were asked to evaldate'the applicant's probable

success and satisfaction in a nu9ber of potential careers.
A

_Thus, male subjects watched a videotaped female job applicant

present herself either in a stereotypically'feminine jewelry,,

make-up; little direct eye contact) or ss traditional (i.e., no

jewelry or make-up, more eye contact). er.

The results indicated that for -traditionally female occupation-s-1

(e.g., preschool teacher, dietician, librarian) the "feminirie",selfe

ib
presentation (i.e., the presentation originally given to the interviewer

tho ght to hold a conventional, stereotype 6i wonlen) was, indeed, judged

more positively.' However, if the 'job wit a tr,ii.q7nallynmle

I

Occupation (e.g., insurance agent; department store manager, high school A

princiial), the iess traditionally feminine presentatian,(i.e., the

presentation originally given to the interviewer tliought to hdld.art,

unconventional stereotype of women) i;.a.s judged more positively. :Nis;

A

1
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the behavior lthat_confirms'a conyentional stereotype seems to backfire
i

1

whafthe job i% traditionaIlymasculine.

Unexpectedly,.male subjects?, own attitudes towardyamen, as
,.

measured by the Spince d nelmieich "Attitudes Toward Women" tcale,

influenced their` judgments only for the two positions defined least
4 4

-.
.clearly as gender linked -;in our study, these positions were social.

workez and persOnnel Aanager..'For,theie two positions, traditional men
%

1 were ess likely, to predict Success for"eithe`r applicant thin were.more

"liberated" males. \When the gender-linked requirements of a job are

ambiguous, due, possibly, to the changing definition of the job itself,

male subjects may feel free to allow their personal prejudices (in this

,instance, their,beliefs that women belong in the home and that they are

not competent employees, regardless of personal style or the nature of

the job) to influence their judgments.

To situ up, while,thesesstudies Suggest that our stereotypes may be

maintained or reinforced because the fact that we hold themmay induce

,

people,,who want .to impress us, to confirm theft, this last study
,

suggests that women whO iTalit to succeed in male- dominated ctccupations

ought tp abandon stereotypically feminine nodes of self-preseatation, at

least in an initial, interview situation.

1
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